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Smokey Bear is a beloved and trusted American icon that has been 
educating the public on wildfire prevention since 1944.

Smokey Bear rewards, celebrates, and encourages people  
to take it upon themselves to prevent wildfires.

He evokes a sense of nostalgia but continues to be relevant today.
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LOGO
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our logo mixes a slim, modern “75” with our 
traditional woodcut Smokey, holding a birthday 

balloon To give it a sense of celebration. 

with a bold “birthday” message that supports 
it, we found the perfect balance of something 

contemporary, yet nostalgic.
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8Logo lockup versions

Year Preventing Wildfires

logo / Horizontal 

Logo with tagline / horizontal

logo / vertical

Logo with tagline / vertical
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Year Preventing Wildfires
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11LOGO CLEAR SPACE

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x x

for all logos, Use the width of Smokey’s balloon to  
measure clear space around each logo.
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13color usage

All full-color versions of the logo should only be 
placed On solid backgrounds of either white or light 
khaki, preferably the color outlined above.

For all other backgrounds, use a single-color  
logo. The White logo is for darker backgrounds  
and the black is for lighter ones.

Do not place the logo over patterns,  
textures or over photographs.*

*Except as a part of agency-approved art or illustrations

prefered background color

d9d3bb

R: 217  
b: 187  
G: 211    

c: 15   
M: 12    
Y: 27    
K: 0
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14SMALL FORMATS

Use only the vertical version of the logo, shown on 
this page, any time the logo will be SMALLER THAN 
1.5 inches across.

Do not use the HORIZONTAL version or the tagline 
version for small formats.

1.5 inches 
or smaller
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15incorrect Usage

not enough  
clear space around 

the logo

Wrong logo for 
small use

Not enough 
background 

contrast

not on a solid 
background

not on a solid 
background

lorum ipsum 
sit amset 
Wildfires

Happy 

Lorum ip
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FONT FAMILY

Henrik is the font used in all 
versions of the logo design. 
 
It can also be used as a headline 
font for simple corresponding 
materials, like newsletters.

Henrik is a display font with no 
lower-case letters.  Pair Henrik 
with a simple San-serif font in a 
smaller size for body text.

Settings
Leading: Auto
Kerning: Optical
Tracking: 0

Happy Birthday

seventy-five Years Preventing Wildfires

ABCdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

Henrik
normal
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DIGITAL

Use the vertical logo for social 
media platforms that favor 
square or vertical posts and the 
horizontal logo for platforms, 
like Twitter, that crop posts 
horizontally.

For smaller items, like icons,  
use the vertical logo.
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Logo with tagline
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19Logo with tagline / VERTICAL

Year Preventing Wildfires
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20Logo with tagline / horizontal

Year Preventing Wildfires
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Year Preventing Wildfires

Color Logo Black Logo

Year Preventing Wildfires
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applications
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